KNOW YOUR CHASSIS FOR THE PERFECT FIT

Please consult the chart below to determine which chassis you have and order accordingly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RMK</th>
<th>RMK RH</th>
<th>RMK ASSAULT</th>
<th>RMK EV</th>
<th>SWITCHBACK</th>
<th>SWITCHBACK H</th>
<th>SWITCHBACK S</th>
<th>TITAN</th>
<th>600 INDY</th>
<th>600 VOYAGEUR</th>
<th>550 INDY</th>
<th>550 ADVENTURE</th>
<th>550 VOYAGEUR</th>
<th>INDY X127</th>
<th>INDY EVO</th>
<th>INDY ADVENTURE</th>
<th>INDY X127</th>
<th>INDY X127</th>
<th>INDY X127</th>
<th>INDY X127</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MY12</td>
<td>MY13</td>
<td>MY14</td>
<td>MY15</td>
<td>MY16</td>
<td>MY17</td>
<td>MY18</td>
<td>MY19</td>
<td>MY20</td>
<td>MY21</td>
<td>MY22</td>
<td>MY23</td>
<td>MY24</td>
<td>MY25</td>
<td>MY26</td>
<td>MY27</td>
<td>MY28</td>
<td>MY29</td>
<td>MY30</td>
<td>MY31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMK</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, SKS</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, EVO</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, INDY</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, VOYAGEUR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
<td>PRO-RMK, XCR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES.
UNMATCHED CAPABILITY. UNCOMPROMISING PERFORMANCE.

LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE.
SIMPLY FUN.

SMOOTHEST RIDING. MOST VERSATILE.

LIGHTEST, STRONGEST. MOST FLICKABLE.
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LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES.
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LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE.
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SMOOTHEST RIDING. MOST VERSATILE.

LIGHTEST, STRONGEST. MOST FLICKABLE.

KNOW YOUR CHASSIS FOR THE PERFECT FIT

LIVE IT.
Create the ultimate riding gear arsenal with the performance, comfort and style of waterproof and breathable TECH54 jackets and bibs along with premium layering. Add the right Polaris 509 helmet and goggles to complement your riding style and finish the day with stylish casual wear.

FRESH POWDER. FRESH GEAR.
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ELEVATE YOUR RIDE WITH EXCLUSIVE TECH54 RIDING GEAR DESIGNED TO KEEP YOU WARM AND DRY.

To us, winter is more than just another season. It’s when the landscape is frozen by an icy grip and snow transforms terrain into an endless playground. Like you, we savor every minute, which is why our Apparel Center of Excellence developed TECH54—a waterproof, breathable membrane featured in every Polaris jacket, bib and monosuit. This exclusive technology allows perspiration to escape and keeps water out, so no matter how you ride, or where you ride, you stay dry, warm and comfortable.

- Choose your TECH54 rating based on the weather conditions and your level of exertion
  - Choose 5K/5K for colder & drier conditions and moderate activity
  - Choose 10K/10K for extremely wet riding conditions and high-activity riding
- Heat and sweat escape
- Water stays out
- Tailored for how you ride
- Stay dry, warm and comfortable

DIVE DEEPER INTO TECH54 AT POLARIS.COM/TECH54
**MEN’S MOUNTAIN GEAR**

**TECH54**

**PRO MONOSUIT**

Our most evolved one-piece with maximum breathability, waterproofness, increased range of motion with customized fit and plenty of pockets.

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell.
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 10k/10k properties.
- One-piece construction ensures powder stays on the outside.
- 3M® Scotchlite® Reflective Material for nighttime visibility.
- Provides room for a mid-layer for added warmth against the cold.
- Increased storage including four external pockets (two hand, one chest, one thigh).

**OUR MOST EVOLVED ONE-PIECE WITH MAXIMUM BREATHABILITY, WATERPROOFNESS, INCREASED RANGE OF MOTION WITH CUSTOMIZED FIT AND PLENTY OF POCKETS**

- Customized Fit
- Superior Venting
- Improved Mobility
- Warmth
- Breathability
- Versatility

**JACKET**

**ADVANCED UNINSULATED JACKET WITH MAXIMUM BREATHABILITY AND WATERPROOFNESS**

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water.
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 10k/10k properties.
- Three external pockets (two hand, one chest).
- Four vents (two front, two back).
- Shock-cord adjustable bottom hem.
- 3M® Scotchlite® Reflective Material for nighttime visibility.
- Two inner thigh vents.
- Two-way front zipper.

**ADVANCED UNINSULATED BIB WITH MAXIMUM BREATHABILITY AND WATERPROOFNESS**

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water.
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 10k/10k properties.
- Four vents (two hand, two leg).
- Stays cuffs with boot lace retention system.
- 3M® Scotchlite® Reflective Material for nighttime visibility.
- Two inner thigh vents.
- Two-way front zipper.

**BIB**

**MEN’S APPAREL**

- Gray/Red: S-3XL
- Red/Blue: S-3XL
- Orange: S-3XL
- Black: S-3XL

**UNINSULATED**

**APPAREL**

- Youth Apparel
- Women’s Apparel
- Helmets
- Goggles
- Rider Safety
- Men’s Apparel
- Gloves
- Boots & Beanies
- Merchandise & OGIO® Bags

**POLARIS.COM**
VERSATILITY
• Durable 30D denier poly shell is tear and snag resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
• Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 10k/10k properties
• Insulated with 150G insulation in front and 100G in back
• W3M® Scotchlite® Reflective Material for nighttime visibility
• Storm cuffs with boot-lace retention snaps
• Two inner-thigh vents
• Two-way front zipper
• Removable suspenders allow bib to be converted to an adjustable waist pant

$289.99

VERSATILE, PREMIUM BIB FEATURES ZONAL INSULATION AND EASY CONVERSION TO PANTS

VERSATILITY
• Durable 30D denier poly shell is tear and snag resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
• Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 10k/10k properties
• Insulated with 150G insulation in front and 100G in back
• W3M® Scotchlite® Reflective Material for nighttime visibility
• Storm cuffs with boot-lace retention snaps
• Two inner-thigh vents
• Two-way front zipper
• Removable suspenders allow bib to be converted to an adjustable waist pant

$289.99

BLACK
S–3XL | MT–2XLT
AVAILABLE IN TALLS
2860532

WARMTH
• Durable 30D denier poly shell is tear and snag resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
• Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 10k/10k properties

BREATHEABILITY
• Removable insulated liner with 150G insulation in body and 100G in arms

VERSATILITY

QUICK-CHANGE VERSATILITY WITH PREMIUM SHELL AND REMOVABLE ZONAL INSULATED LINER

WARMTH
• Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
• Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 10k/10k properties
• Removable insulated liner with 150G insulation in body and 100G in arms

BREATHABILITY
• Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell

VERSATILITY

MAXIMUM
VERSATILITY

BLACK
S–3XL | MT–2XLT
AVAILABLE IN TALLS
2860514

BLACK/RED
Sizes: S–3XL
2860514

BLACK/RED
Sizes: S–3XL
2860516

BLACK/BLUE
Sizes: S–3XL
2860515

Remove the insulated liner without sacrificing waterproof breathability, while increasing versatility for changing ride conditions.
DURABLE, INSULATED JACKET FOR EXCEPTIONAL WARMTH WITH MINIMAL BULK

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 5k/5k properties
- Insulated with 180G insulation in body and 100G in arms
- Shock-cord adjustable bottom hem
- 3M Scotchlite Reflective Material for nighttime visibility
- Storm cuffs with boot-lace retention snaps
- Two external hand pockets and an adjustable waist
- Two-way front zipper

$219.99

BLACK/BLUE
S-3XL
2863445

BLACK/LIME
S-3XL
2860512

INCREASED DURABILITY, BETTER MATERIALS, BETTER WARMTH.

BIB

DURABLE DESIGN, ZONAL INSULATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL WARMTH WITH MINIMAL BULK

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 5k/5k properties
- Insulated with 180G insulation in upper front of legs and lower back and 100G on upper backside
- "360° Stretch" Reflective Material for nighttime visibility
- Storm cuffs with boot-lace retention snaps
- Two external hand pockets and an adjustable waist
- Two-way front zipper

$199.99

BLACK/LIME
S-3XL
2860512

NORTHSTAR

NEW BLACK/LIME
S-3XL
2861494

Superior Durable Water Repellency (DWR) prevents precipitation from saturating the exterior of all outerwear pieces.
MEN’S LAYERING

 новый

 FORCE JACKET

 VERSATILE AND LIGHTWEIGHT, IDEAL MID-LAYER OR CASUAL WEAR

 • Versatile performance for everyday activity and changing weather conditions
 • 280g of breathable fleece and a wear-resistant polyester face
 • Designed for a slim, contour fit and comfort for maximum warmth

 Black 2861441

 HEATED VEST

 WARMTH WITH THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON

 • Three heat settings that help you adjust for changing weather conditions
 • Close proof material with 300g of insulation
 • Windproof, a small rechargeable battery (included)

 Black 2861442

 TECH QUARTER-ZIP

 EXCELLENT FOR RIDE LAYERING, COMFORTABLE AND STYLISH STAND-ALONE

 • High performance garment to dress as a mid-layer riding or as a stand-alone shirt
 • Four-way stretch fabric with vented side panels and machine washable to keep you warm and dry

 Gray 2862142

 NORTHSTAR MID-LAYER

 BREATHABLE FLEECE MID-LAYER IS PERFECT FOR ADDING WARMTH OR AS A STAND-ALONE SHIRT

 • Extra layer of warmth for when you need it
 • 140g of breathable fleece and a water resistant polyester face
 • Designed for fit under outer shell when riding

 Gray 2862345

 SWITCHBACK MID-LAYER

 VERSATILE MID-LAYER WARMTH OR CASUAL STAND-ALONE STYLE

 • Extra layer of warmth that you can add or subtract depending on activity and temperature
 • 280g of breathable fleece and a wear-resistant polyester face
 • Designed for a slim, contour fit and comfort for maximum warmth

 Black 2865144

 MIDWEIGHT BASE LAYER

 ADD MORE INSULATION WHEN THE WEATHER TAKES A COLDER TURN

 • Comfortable stretch fabric to allow for maximum movement
 • 100% polyester, 8% spandex
 • Soft brushed fleece liner

 Gray 2861342

 POLARIS.COM
**NEW**

**ICON LONG SLEEVE**

|$29.99

- Black | S–3XL | 2081504
- Navy | S–3XL | 2081505

**DASH LONG SLEEVE**

|$29.99

- Black | S–3XL | 2081506
- Gray | S–3XL | 2081507

**CHECKERED LONG SLEEVE**

|$29.99

- Black | S–3XL | 2081508
- Navy | S–3XL | 2081509

**PERFORMANCE LONG SLEEVE**

|$29.99

- Gray | S–3XL | 2081510
- Black | S–3XL | 2081511

**TECH HOODIE**

|$64.99

- Gray | S–3XL | 2081405
- Black/Blue | S–3XL | 2081406

**COLOR BLOCK HOODIE**

|$54.99

- Back | S–3XL | 2081501
- Gray | S–3XL | 2081502

**CREW SWEATSHIRT**

|$49.99

- Navy | S–3XL | 2081401
- Green | S–3XL | 2081402

**ICON HOODIE**

|$54.99

- Black | S–3XL | 2081404
- Gray | S–3XL | 2081405

**RETRO LOGO HOODIE**

|$54.99

- Navy | S–3XL | 2081501
- Gray/Red | S–3XL | 2081502

**RACING FULL-ZIP HOODIE**

|$54.99

- Black | S–3XL | 2081503
- Gray | S–3XL | 2081504

**STAMP HOODIE**

|$54.99

- Navy | S–3XL | 2081500
- Gray | S–3XL | 2081501

**MEN’S RACE TECH FULL-ZIP**

|$54.99

- Black | S–3XL | 2081403

**SOFTSHELL JACKET**

LIGHTWEIGHT PERFORMANCE THAT’S SURPRISINGLY WARM AND PERFECT FOR EVERYDAY WEAR

- Casual jacket armed with rugged and warm features for everyday wear
- Superior DWR prevents precipitation from saturating the jacket’s exterior
- Lined with 280G of soft fleece for warmth
- Removable hood and underarm venting, three external pockets and one internal chest pocket

**WARMTH**

**BREATHABILITY**

**VERSATILITY**

**BACK**

**LEFT SLEEVE**

**RIGHT SLEEVE**

**APPAREL**

**YOUTH APPAREL**

**WOMEN’S APPAREL**

**HELMETS**

**GOGGLES**

**RIDER SAFETY**

**MEN’S APPAREL**

**GLOVES**

**BOOTS & BEANIES**

**MERCHANDISE & OGIO® BAGS**

POLARIS.COM

15 14

MEN’S LIFESTYLE
MEN'S LIFESTYLE

RACING TEE
$24.99
Black | S–3XL | 2081564
Gray | S–3XL | 2081568

BACK GRAPHIC TEE
$24.99
Navy | S–3XL | 2081579
Gray | S–3XL | 2081580

BRAP TEE
$24.99
Navy | S–3XL | 2081578
Black | S–3XL | 2081566

STAMP TEE
$24.99
Gray | S–3XL | 2081565
Beige | S–3XL | 2081567

HERITAGE TEE
$24.99
Black | S–3XL | 2081575
Gray | S–3XL | 2081576

THINK OUTSIDE TEE
$24.99
Black | S–3XL | 2081573

CORE TEE
$24.99
Black | S–3XL | 2081574
Blue | S–3XL | 2081570

SNOW 4 SCENE TEE
$24.99
Gray/Red | S–3XL | 2081576
Blue | S–3XL | 2081577

ALL IN TEE
$24.99
Black | S–3XL | 2081578
Gray | S–3XL | 2081569

RACING TEE
$24.99
Navy | S–3XL | 2081568

BLUE LOGO TEE
$24.99
Navy | S–3XL | 2081571

CORP POLO
$49.99
Black | S–3XL | 2081459
Navy | S–3XL | 2081450

ICON TEE
$24.99
Black | S–3XL | 2081570
Blue | S–3XL | 2081571

STAMP TEE
$24.99
Gray | S–3XL | 2081569
Green | S–3XL | 2081572

BACK APPAREL
YOUTH APPAREL
WOMEN'S APPAREL
HELMETS
GOGGLES
RIDER SAFETY
MEN'S APPAREL
GLOVES
BOOTS & BEANIES
MERCHANDISE & OGIO® BAGS

POLARIS.COM
PREMIUM JACKET WITH REMOVABLE INSULATED LINER FOR ALL-DAY VERSATILITY

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 10k/10k properties
- Insulated with 180G insulation in body and 100G in arms
- Shock-cord adjustable bottom hem
- Storm cuffs with boot-lace retention snaps
- Two thigh vents

PREMIUM BIB FEATURES ZONAL INSULATION AND BREATHABLE WATERPROOFNESS

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 10k/10k properties
- Insulated with 150G insulation in front and 100G in back
- 3M Scotchlite Reflective Material for nighttime visibility
- Storm cuffs with boot-lace retention snaps
- Two external hand pockets

SWITCHBACK JACKET

$289.99

NORTHSTAR JACKET

$219.99

BIB

$269.99

BIB

$199.99

WOMEN’S CROSSOVER GEAR

WOMEN’S TRAIL GEAR

Insulated and durable jacket construction delivers exceptional warmth with minimal bulk.

Insulated and durable bib design provides all-day warmth with zonal insulation.
WARMTH
BREATHABILITY
VERSATILITY

TECH QUARTER-ZIP
EXCELLENT FOR LAYERING OR AS A COMFORTABLE AND STYLISH SHIRT

- High performance garment is ideal as a mid-layer riding or as a stand-alone layer
- Four-way stretch material is breathable and moisture-wicking to keep you warm and dry
- Comfortable stretch fabric is contoured for maximum movement

$59.99 EACH

MIDWEIGHT BASE LAYER
ADD MORE INSULATION WHEN THE WEATHER TAKES A COLDER TURN

- Cotton/polyester stretch fabric is comfortable for maximum movement
- 92% polyester, 8% spandex
- Soft brushed fleece interior
- Designed to fit under outer shell when riding

$59.99

MID-LAYER
LAYER FOR VERSATILITY AND WARMTH WITH THIS BREATHABLE FLEECE MID-LAYER

- Extra layer of warmth that you can add or subtract depending on activity and temperature
- 280g of breathable fleece and water-resistant polyester faces

$74.99

FORCE JACKET
VERSATILE, LIGHTWEIGHT JACKET IDEAL FOR LAYERING OR WEARING AS A CASUAL JACKET

- 130g 3M® Thinsulate™ for reliable warmth in cold weather conditions
- Four external hand pockets
- One internal media pocket

$139.99

HEATED VEST
COMFORT WITH THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON

- Three heat settings that help you adapt to changing weather conditions
- Battery pack and 12V rechargeable battery

$199.99
SOFTSHELL JACKET

LIGHTWEIGHT PERFORMANCE THAT’S SURPRISINGLY WARM AND PERFECT FOR EVERYDAY WEAR

- Casual jacket armed with rugged and warm features for everyday wear
- Superior DWR prevents precipitation from saturating the jacket’s exterior
- Lined with 280 g of soft fleece for warmth
- Removable hood and underarm venting, three external pockets and one internal chest pocket

$129.99
WOMEN'S LIFESTYLE

GRAP TEE
$24.99
Navy | S–3XL | 28011092
Gray | S–3XL | 28011093

ICON TEE
$24.99
Blue | S–3XL | 28015596
Maroon | S–3XL | 28015587

THINK OUTSIDE TEE
$24.99
Black | S–3XL | 28015500
Blue | S–3XL | 28015501

RACING TEE
$24.99
Gray | S–3XL | 28015504

THINK OUTSIDE TEE
$24.99
Black | S–3XL | 28015500
Blue | S–3XL | 28015501

POLARIS.COM

WOMEN'S BEANIES + CAPS

REMOVABLE POM BEANIE
$24.99
Green | One Size | 28015525
Gray | One Size | 28015526

ICON TEE
$24.99
Blue | S–3XL | 28015596
Maroon | S–3XL | 28015587

THINK OUTSIDE TEE
$24.99
Black | S–3XL | 28015500
Blue | S–3XL | 28015501

RACING TEE
$24.99
Gray | S–3XL | 28015504

THINK OUTSIDE TEE
$24.99
Black | S–3XL | 28015500
Blue | S–3XL | 28015501

POLARIS.COM
**JACKET**

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 5k/5k properties
- Insulated with 150G insulation in body and 100G in arms
- Shock-cord adjustable bottom hem
- Two external hand pockets, one external chest pocket
- 3M® Scotchlite® Reflective Material for nighttime visibility

**BIB**

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 5k/5k properties
- Insulated with 150G insulation in front and 100G in back
- Two external hand pockets

**TECH54**

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 5k/5k properties
- Insulated with 150G insulation in front and 100G in back
- Two external hand pockets

**THE RIGHT GEAR MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE.**

Nothing makes kids want to call it quits like being cold and wet. From snowmobiling to snowball fights, Polaris Engineered jackets and bibs deliver the performance kids need to enjoy the outdoors all winter long. Quality apparel keeps kids warm and dry to ensure they’ll enjoy every minute out in the snow—and look forward to sharing in the sport you love.

**APPAREL**

- YOUTH RIDING GEAR
- JACKET
- BIB
- YOUTH TURBO HELMET
- YOUTH BOOT
- NORTHSTAR GLOVE
- YOUTH TEKVEST®

**BAGS & MERCHANDISE**

- POLARIS.COM
- 29

**NORTHSTAR GLOVE**

- Dipped insulation with 200G on back of hand and 100G on palm
- Googles exchange on inner finger and nose wipe on the back of thumb
- Cozy knit crown closure to keep warm and add style
- $39.99

**YOUTH TEKVEST®**

- Dipped insulation with 200G on back of hand and 100G on palm
- Cozy knit crown closure to keep warm and add style
- $39.99

**JACKET**

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 5k/5k properties
- Insulated with 150G insulation in body and 100G in arms
- Shock-cord adjustable bottom hem
- Two external hand pockets, one external chest pocket
- 3M® Scotchlite® Reflective Material for nighttime visibility

**BIB**

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 5k/5k properties
- Insulated with 150G insulation in front and 100G in back
- Two external hand pockets

**TECH54**

- Durable 300 denier poly shell is tear- and snag-resistant and treated with superior DWR to shed snow and water from the outer shell
- Features TECH54 bonded internal laminate with 5k/5k properties
- Insulated with 150G insulation in front and 100G in back
- Two external hand pockets

**THE RIGHT GEAR MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE.**

Nothing makes kids want to call it quits like being cold and wet. From snowmobiling to snowball fights, Polaris Engineered jackets and bibs deliver the performance kids need to enjoy the outdoors all winter long. Quality apparel keeps kids warm and dry to ensure they’ll enjoy every minute out in the snow—and look forward to sharing in the sport you love.
YOUTH LIFESTYLE

**TECH FULL-ZIP HOODIE**
$39.99
Maroon | S–XL | 2861512
Black/Blue | S–XL | 2861530

**ALL IN TEE**
$17.99
Gray | S–XL | 2861601
Blue | S–XL | 2861602

**ICON TEE**
$17.99
Gray | S–XL | 2861603
Maroon | S–XL | 2861604

**SCENIC TEE**
$17.99
Navy Heather | S–XL | 2861606
Berry | S–XL | 2861671

**YOUTH BRAP TEE**
$17.99
Red | S–XL | 2861600
Black | S–XL | 2860505

**YOUTH BRAP TEE**
$17.99
Red | S–XL | 2861600
Black | S–XL | 2860505

**YOUTH BRAP TEE**
$17.99
Red | S–XL | 2861600
Black | S–XL | 2860505

**YOUTH BRAP TEE**
$17.99
Red | S–XL | 2861600
Black | S–XL | 2860505

**YOUTH BRAP TEE**
$17.99
Red | S–XL | 2861600
Black | S–XL | 2860505
HELMETS

Whether you’re ascending deep mountain powder or enjoying a perfectly groomed trail, 509 for Polaris has a helmet to fit your riding passion.

The all-new 509 Delta R4 delivers exceptional fog-free vision with the Ignite dual-pane heated shield, maximum field of view with the extended-frame face shield and ultimate convenience with glove-friendly controls.

Ride in complete confidence knowing you can tackle any situation with the all-in-one 509 Delta R3 with the versatility of dual-sport, full-face or open-face configurations.

Push boundaries with the strong, lightweight construction of hand-lay carbon fiber or composites with the draft-free seal of 509 goggles.

CHOOSE YOUR 509 HELMET

The new lineup of 509 helmets for Polaris features Fidlock® technology, an easy-on and easy-off magnetic closure device that delivers a quick, secure closure every time.

EASY ONE-HAND OPENING

EVEN WITH GLOVES

DOT- AND ECE-APPROVED

POLARIS.COM
**509 DELTA R4 HELMET**

**New** 509 Delta R4 Helmet

**Ultimate All-In-One Modular Design with Exceptional Vision, Comfort and Convenience**

**Shell**
- Lightweight polycarbonate

**Weight**
- 1,680 G

**Features**
- Wide field of view for extended peripheral sightlines
- Heated dual-pane shield for ice-and-fog-free vision
- Easy one-handed, glove-friendly latch activation
- Magnetic Fidlock® chin strap secures quickly
- Adjustable flow-through venting for comfort
- DOT- and ECE 22.05-approved

**Price**
$349.95

**Options**
- R4 White
  - XS–2XL
  - Two tabular/eight tabular/six tabular/one tabular/four tabular/six tabular/five tabular
- R4 Black
  - XS–2XL
  - Two tabular/eight tabular/six tabular/one tabular/four tabular/six tabular/four tabular
- R4 Black/Red
  - XS–2XL
  - Two tabular/eight tabular/six tabular/one tabular/four tabular/six tabular/eight tabular

**VISIT POLARIS.COM/SNOWHELMETS TO LEARN MORE**
**NEW 509 ALTITUDE 2.0 HELMET**

**LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN, PERFORMANCE-INFUSED STYLE AND FEATURES WITH ALL-DAY COMFORT**

- **FEATURES**
  - Strong, lightweight construction of carbon fiber or composite
  - Superior fit for all-day comfort
  - Integrated Pro Series breath box provides excellent ventilation and airflow
  - One-piece eye-port creates draft-free seal with 509 goggles
  - Magnetic Fidlock® chin-strap technology and integrated Go-Pro® mount
  - DOT- and ECE 22.05-approved

- **SHELL**
  - Thermoplastic poly-alloy shell

- **WEIGHT**
  - Carbon fiber as low as 1,150 G
  - Composite as low as 1,200 G

- **PRICING**
  - $299.95

---

**NEW TENACITY 4.0 HELMET**

**COMBINATION OF MODERN STYLE AND PREMIUM PROTECTION WITH INCREDIBLE VALUE**

- **FEATURES**
  - Through-flow, full-helmet ventilation
  - Comfortable, padded double D-ring chin strap
  - Removable, washable liner
  - Toolless adjustable roost shield
  - DOT- and ECE 22.05-approved

- **SHELL**
  - Shock-resistant, injection-molded thermoplastic

- **WEIGHT**
  - 1,500 G

- **PRICING**
  - $139.99

---

**VISIT POLARIS.COM/SNOWHELMETS TO LEARN MORE**
HELMETS

MADE WITH SILICONE FOR AN ADAPTABLE SEAL. PROVIDES A BREATH GUARD THAT DOESN’T GENERATE A CONDENSATION VAPOR THAT CAN BE SHAPED QUICKLY.

RED/LIME
• Injection molded plastic
• Lightweight, dual-density, impact-absorbing EPS liner
• ProClip quick-release chin strap
• Removable, machine washable interior liner and cheek pads
• Breath guard and chin curtain included
• Durable dual-pane shield with anti-fog and anti-scratch coatings
• DOT approved

BLAZE HELMET
LIGHTWEIGHT SHELL COMBINED WITH FULL-FACE PROTECTION

WEIGHT
• 1,450 G

MODULAR 2.0 HELMET
A MODULAR HELMET FOR THE MODERN RIDER—SOPHISTICATED STYLE, ELECTRIC SHIELD EQUIPPED AND PERFECT FOR A LONG DAY ON THE TRAIL

SHELL
• Impact resistant injection-molded polycarbonate shell

WEIGHT
• 1.550 lbs

FEATURES
• Shell hook and catch for adding decoration
• Articulated chin bar with push button action
• Laser cut reinforced silicon seal that is scratch and fog resistant
• Push up to release chin strap

$319.99

BLAZE HELMET
SIMPLE IN DESIGN, BIG ON FEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITY

SHELL
• Injection molded plastic

WEIGHT
• 1.55 lbs

FEATURES
• Shell hook and catch for adding decoration
• Articulated chin bar with push button action
• Durable dual-pane shield with anti-fog and anti-scratch coatings
• DOT approved

$229.99

TRAIL BALACLAVA
MOUNTAIN BALACLAVA
• Anti fog neoprene nose guard
• Breathable four-way stretch material blocks wind while providing extreme comfort

$289.99

POLARIS.COM/SNOWHELMETS TO LEARN MORE
GOGGLES

NEW BLACK
2090448 $39.99

NEW BLACK/RED
2090401 $49.99

NEW BLACK/LIME
2090330 $49.99

NEW BLUE
2090341 $69.95

NEW CLEAR
2090301 $99.95

NEW FIRE ROSE
2090320 $99.95

NEW MINT
2090329 $99.95

NEW POLARIZED SMOKE
2090339 $99.95

NEW POLARIZED
2090317 $119.95

NEW PINK
2090346 $99.99

NEW POLARIZED SMOKE CLEAR
2090331 $99.95

NEW POLARIZED CLEAR
2090319 $119.95

NEW FIRE ROSE CLEAR
2090321 $119.95

NEW POLARIZED SMOKE FROST
2090337 $99.95

MIRRORED

• Reduces glare by reflecting light
• Maintains visibility of LCD readouts
• Paired with lighter tints to offset darkening

POLARIZED

• Substantially reduces glare & blinding
• Blocks horizontal light waves
• Decreases eyestrain

BLACK/GRAY
2090306 $139.99

BLACK/RED
2090308 $139.99

BLACK/BLUE
2090349 $139.99

CLEAR
2090309 $189.99

POLARIS.COM/SNOWGOGGLES

CARRY MULTIPLE LENSES SO YOU CAN EASILY ADJUST FOR LIGHTING FROM DAWN TO DUSK.

QUICK-CHANGE LENS TECHNOLOGY
SWAP OUT LENSES WITH EASE.

SINISTER
SINISTER X6 509 SNOW GOGGLE

FEATURING EXCELLENT VISIBILITY, ANTI-FOG PERFORMANCE AND DURABILITY

• For all-terain style and premium performance for any rider
• The Outrigger mounting strap allows the goggles to seal tight to your face
• Unique Phantom frame technology eliminates goggle frame interference into field of view
• Docile polycarbonate lens is both scratch- and fog-resistant
• Durable frame made using interlaced frame and layered frame for maximum impact
• Oversized foam seals gaps between helmet and goggle frame for maximum warmth

KINGPIN
KINGPIN 509 SNOW GOGGLE

PREMIUM MATERIALS IN AN AFFORDABLE PACKAGE

• Oversized spherical lens delivers optimal peripheral vision
• Minimum weight loss and scratch-resistant
• Contoured frame and triple-layer foam seals and retains shape
• Removable nose piece delivers versatile cold weather protection
• Quick change lens technology for fast lens tint swaps
**RIDE SAFELY**

Today so you can ride safely tomorrow.

Polaris is proud to partner with PIEPS®, the world’s foremost authority in avalanche airbag safety equipment. Designed with riders in mind, Polaris & PIEPS® have created JETFORCE™ in 35L, the absolute best in avalanche airbag, beacon, probe and related safety technologies. Ride with confidence knowing you have state-of-the-art equipment and the skills to face a backcountry emergency.

**PIEPS® JETFORCE BT**

**ADVANCED LIGHTWEIGHT PERFORMANCE LOADED WITH TECHNOLOGY**

The pinnacle in avalanche airbag technology. Smartphone update and Bluetooth® connectivity, automatic airbag deflation and modular booster system adapt to your riding needs.

- Digital, lithium-ion powered turbine fan system allows for practice deployments at home
- Rapid and conveniently rechargeable with micro-USB
- Integrated with diagnostic lights inform when pack is ready or requires charging
- Deployment handle can be located on the left or right for rider preference control
- Available in 10L, 25L, and 35L capacities for riding essentials
- Adjustable hip belt and leg loop ensure pack stays secure while riding

Jetforce BT Exclusive Extras

- Automatic deflation sequence creates an air pocket under the snow
- Smartphone software with Bluetooth® connectivity and PIEPS® app
- Comfortable pack’s capacity with interchangeable booster in 10L, 25L or 35L (sold separately)

Easy access safety pocket for shovel blade, handle and probe

**INTERCHANGEABLE BOOSTER:**

CUSTOMIZE YOUR PACK CAPACITY AND COLOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>JETFORCE BT 10</th>
<th>JETFORCE BT 25</th>
<th>JETFORCE BT 35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHILI RED</td>
<td>28940123</td>
<td>28940158</td>
<td>28940220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKY BLUE</td>
<td>28940124</td>
<td>28940159</td>
<td>28940221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK</td>
<td>28940125</td>
<td>28940160</td>
<td>28940222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Easy access safety pocket for shovel blade, handle and probe

**Jetforce BT 10**
- **PACK CAPACITY:** 10L
- **WEIGHT:** 2.840 KG / 6.3LBS
- **AIRBAG VOLUME:** 170L
- **PRICE:** $1,400

**Jetforce BT 25**
- **PACK CAPACITY:** 25L
- **WEIGHT:** 2.980 KG / 6.6LBS
- **AIRBAG VOLUME:** 170L
- **PRICE:** $1,400

**Jetforce BT 35**
- **PACK CAPACITY:** 35L
- **WEIGHT:** 3.040 KG / 6.7LBS
- **AIRBAG VOLUME:** 170L
- **PRICE:** $1,400
RIDER SAFETY

PIEPS’ JETFORCE SC ▶ TOP SELLER

BEST-SELLING PERFORMANCE WITH SUPERCAPACITOR SYSTEM

Featuring Alpride E1, the newest in supercapacitor airbag technology. Cartridge-free system is compact, easy to use and charges in under 60 minutes—even while riding.

- Supercapacitor powered fan system allows for convenient practice deployments
- Quickly and conveniently recharge with micro-USB or AA batteries
- Self-diagnostic lights inform when pack is ready or requires charging
- Deployment handle can be located on the left or right for rider preference control
- Easy access safety pocket for shovel blade, handle and probe
- Convenient 3D internal compartment holds riding essentials
- Adjustable hip belt and leg loop ensure packs stay secure while riding

JETFORCE UL REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGES

- Combined cartridge weight: 440g
- Lighter than canisters
- Includes one CO2 and one argon cartridge

PIEPS’ JETFORCE UL

ULTRA-LIGHTWEIGHT CARTRIDGE PERFORMANCE SYSTEM

Ride unrestricted with one of the industry’s lightest avalanche airbag packs featuring the innovative Alpride 2.0 lightweight cartridge system.

- Effective in order five seconds with the compressed charge of argon and CO2 gas
- Sealed cartridge design delivers improved reliability over cartridge-based designs
- Deployment handle can be located on the left or right for rider preference control
- Easy access safety pocket for shovel blade, handle and probe
- Convenient 3D internal compartment holds riding essentials
- Adjustable hip belt and leg loop ensure packs stay secure while riding

PIEPS’ MICRO SENSOR BT

The smallest and lightest beacon available. The sensor will automatically switch the beacon to Search Mode when removed from its harness or pocket, saving valuable time during a rescue. Supports PIEPS’ APP connectivity.

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 130 x 75 x 25mm
- Weight: 220g

PIEPS’ POWDER BT

High-performance circular searching range, 300-hour battery life and PIEPS’ APP connectivity.

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 130 x 75 x 25mm
- Weight: 240g

PIEPS’ PRO BT

Optimizes circular searching range, 800-hour battery life and PIEPS’ APP connectivity designed for all mountain pros.

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 130 x 75 x 25mm
- Weight: 260g

PIEPS’ PROBE BT

Optical and acoustic signal indicates an electronic “hit” within 5 ft diameter to eliminate near misses and false strikes when probing, saving valuable time during a rescue.

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 130 x 75 x 25mm
- Weight: 220g

PIEPS’ SHOVEL T 825 PRO+ WITH SAW BLADE

- Blade dimensions: 30.0 x 24.8 x 1.0
- Total weight: 1.45kg
- Handle length: 100cm

FOR ADDITIONAL AVALANCHE SAFETY PRODUCT INFORMATION VISIT: POLARIS.COM/SNOWSAFETY

POLARIS.COM
NEW

REVELSTOKES
GLOVE

- Reinforced leather palm for excellent control and feel
- Adjustable wrist strap
- Dry-zone anti-slip insert
- 150G of 3M® Thinsulate® on back of hand
- Built-in goggle scraper on back side of glove to keep vision clear
- Touch-screen compatible

INSULATION
PADDING
GRIP

$79.99

NEW

NORTHSTAR
GLOVE

- Premium performance with rugged polyester and leather construction
- Reinforced leather palm provides excellent control and feel
- Men’s thermal warmth of 250G or 3M® Thinsulate® on backside and 150G in palm
- Women’s thermal warmth of 300G or 3M® Thinsulate® on backside and 150G in palm

INSULATION
PADDING
GRIP

$89.99

NEW

SWITCHBACK
GLOVE

- Reinforced leather palm for excellent control and feel
- Integrated goggle scraper effectively clears snow, moisture and ice
- Removable fleece liner and 230G or 3M® Thinsulate® and versatility and warmth
- Touch-screen compatible

INSULATION
PADDING
GRIP

$99.99

$99.99
SWITCHBACK BOOT

**PERFORMANCE, WARMTH AND COMFORT**

- Dry Liner™ wicks away excess moisture and keeps feet dry and 3M® Thinsulate™ delivers unmatched warmth for all-day comfort
- Constructed from durable leather for long-lasting wear peace of mind
- Lightweight design is extremely comfortable and perfect for active riders
- Ice Lock® sole with microscopic glass shards for sure grip on slippery surfaces

**BOA® SYSTEM VS. LACES**
Push to engage. Turn to tighten. Pull for quick release. The BOA® lacing system is easier to get on and off than traditional lace-up boots and gives a perfect fit with the turn of a knob. Even with gloves on.

**INSULATION**

**TRACTION**

**WEIGHT**

**BOA® SYSTEM**
Size: 5-15
2860507 $279.99

**RACING BEANIE**
Gray 2861517 $19.99

**DASH BEANIE**
Black 2860500 $19.99
Gray 2860501 $19.99

**ACRYLIC BEANIE**
Black 2860502 $19.99
Gray 2860503 $19.99

**NORTHSTAR BEANIE**

- Black 2861518 $19.99
- Navy 2861519 $19.99

**APPAREL**

- YOUTH APPAREL
- WOMEN’S APPAREL
- HELMETS
- GOGGLES
- RIDER SAFETY

**MEN’S APPAREL**

- GLOVES
- BOOTS & BEANIES
- MERCHANDISE & OGIO® BAGS

POLARIS.COM
**OGIO® SPOKE BAG**
- Large main compartment with roll-out changing mat
- Lightweight for greater carrying capacity
- Two-stage trolley handle and reinforced replaceable wheel set
- Durable skid guards and haul handles
- Dimensions: 32”H x 16.5”W x 16”D

**OGIO® EXPLORER BACKPACK**
- Easy reach to essential gear compartments and pockets
- Pebbled 20” laptop compartment
- Spacious main compartment with organizer panel
- Slant-flap front stashable back panel
- Dimensions: 18.75”H x 13.5”W x 7.75”D

**OGIO® ROSEAU BACKPACK**
- Padded 15” laptop compartment
- Low profile, fixed side pocket
- Spacious main compartment
- Front zippered pocket
- Dimensions: 24”H x 12”W x 11”D

**OGIO® CARRY-ON BAG**
- Custom in-line skate wheels and locking retractable handles provide optimum mobility
- 2-stage Pullman handle
- Internal compression straps
- Luggage handle pass-through
- Dimensions: 22”H x 14”W x 10”D

**PINT GLASSES (SET OF 2)**
- Front zippered pocket
- Padded 15” laptop compartment
- Low profile, fixed side pocket
- Spacious main compartment
- Front zippered pocket
- Dimensions: 24”H x 12”W x 11”D

**COOZIE**
- Steel sign
- Aluminum sign
- Wood sign
- 9”W x 24”H

**LEATHER KEYCHAIN**
- Steel sign
- Aluminum sign
- Wood sign
- 9”W x 24”H

**LEATHER LOOP KEYCHAIN**
- Steel sign
- Aluminum sign
- Wood sign
- 9”W x 24”H

**12oz WATER BOTTLE**
- Steel sign
- Aluminum sign
- Wood sign
- 9”W x 24”H

**10oz CAMPFIRE MUG**
- Steel sign
- Aluminum sign
- Wood sign
- 9”W x 24”H

**12oz CAMPER MUG**
- Steel sign
- Aluminum sign
- Wood sign
- 9”W x 24”H

**EVENT FOLDING CHAIR**
- Steel sign
- Aluminum sign
- Wood sign
- 9”W x 24”H
Deep powder. Untracked meadows. Epic lines. You live for the backcountry and we live to elevate the experience with must-have mountain essentials and premium accessories and apparel. Gear up with industry-leading PIEPS® avalanche gear, stay dry and comfortable with TECH54 riding apparel, and stow the day’s essentials with adaptable storage options.

MAKE EVERY BACKCOUNTRY RIDE EPIC.

Deep powder. Untracked meadows. Epic lines. You live for the backcountry and we live to elevate the experience with must-have mountain essentials and premium accessories and apparel. Gear up with industry-leading PIEPS® avalanche gear, stay dry and comfortable with TECH54 riding apparel, and stow the day’s essentials with adaptable storage options.

APPAREL
- 509 ALTITUDE 2.0 HELMET pg 36
- MEN'S REVELSTOKE JACKET pg 06
- MEN'S REVELSTOKE BIB pg 06

ACCESSORIES
- AVALANCHE BAG & BEACON pg 42
- FRONT BUMPERS pg 82
- LOCK & RIDE FLEX TUNNEL STORAGE SYSTEM pg 87
When the snow falls, nothing can keep you from the ride. Whether you’re riding for a day, a weekend or a week, be ready for anything with the right Polaris accessories and apparel. From additional storage options, heated seats, bumper protection, gauntlets and windshields, you’ll be ready for wherever the next horizon lies with additional warmth, comfort and style.
Ignite your passion for winter’s adrenaline rush. Make the most of every ride with the new easy-to-use Lock & Ride Flex storage and passenger seating. No matter who’s riding, or what the day brings, your sled can do it all thanks to the versatility and flexibility of Polaris Engineered Accessories and Apparel. Because when the snow falls, it’s time to ride.
The fun never ends.

On the job or on the throttle, there’s more ways you can enhance your ride with Polaris Engineered Accessories and Apparel. Whether you want to add passengers, haul more gear or be prepared for anything with a winch and bumper—there’s a world of work-hard, play-hard accessories waiting to enhance your ride.
ACCESSORIES

Never settle for good enough. Designed, engineered and tested to the same demanding standards as our snowmobiles, Polaris Engineered accessories perfectly complement how you ride. This means they fit perfectly, mount effortlessly and perform to the highest standards in the backcountry, on the trail and everywhere in between.

YOUR ULTIMATE RIDE.

Developed by the same engineers who built your sled.

PROVEN

Over 55 years of building the world's best snowmobiles.

DESIGNED

TESTED

Proven in grueling winter conditions around the world.

TRUSTED
MATRYX delivers a rider-centric platform and accessory collection that puts you at the center of it all. Experience a level of control and complete accessory integration that blurs the line between rider and machine. Accessories that look, feel and function as one with the snowmobile, and a revolutionary new one-step Lock & Ride Flex attachment system.

**NEW MATRYX ACCESSORIES**

**INTUITIVE EFFORTLESS CONTROL**

**MATRYX**

An additional passenger or increased load may require torsion spring adjustment or accessory spring options. See pg 84.

**DEFEND HANDGUARD MOUNTS**
- Engineered for MATRYX platform models
- Oversized design offers increased protection and warmth, factory color matched

- **Black**
  - 28840127 | $39
  - **Red**
  - 28840122 | $39
  - **White**
  - 28840130

**DEFEND HANDGUARDS**
- Handguard offers increased protection and warmth, factory color matched

- **Black**
  - 28840119 | $119
  - **Red**
  - 28840114 | $119
  - **White**
  - 28840123

**HEATED SEAT**
- All-in-one passenger seating system in standard or heated version
- Complete with new Lock & Ride Flex mounting for easy install/removal

- **Standard**
  - 28841275 | $149
- **Heated**
  - 28841287 | $399

**M2 SEAT STORAGE BAG**
- Semi-rigid design fits securely beneath accessory M2 seat leaving room for additional tunnel storage

- 28840503 | $149

**ALL MATRYX. DOES NOT WORK WITH MID OR TALL WINDSHIELD.**

**UNDERSEAT-LINER BAG**
- Fits inside factory underseat compartment for waterproof storage

- 28847535 | $49

**PASSenger Footrest**
- Rugged extruded aluminum design adds passenger comfort and safety

- 28840103 | $179

**DEFEND HANDGUARD SIGNATURE LIGHT**
- Oversized design offers increased protection and warmth, factory color matched

- **Black**
  - 28840103 | $119
  - **Red**
  - 28840108 | $119
  - **White**
  - 28840116

**NEW M2 SEAT**

**NEW M2 SEAT STORAGE BAG**

**POLARIS.COM**
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NEW MATRYX ACCESSORIES

60" LITERS

LOW WINDSHIELD
- Smoke
- Arctic White
- Matte White
- Matte Black
- Gloss Black
- Indy Red
- Polaris Blue
- Polaris Red

TALL WINDSHIELD
- Smoke
- Arctic White
- Matte White
- Matte Black
- Gloss Black
- Indy Red
- Polaris Blue
- Polaris Red

SKID PLATE
- Black
- White
- Smoke
- Arctic White

KNEE PADS
- Black
- White
- Smoke
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX MID WINDSHIELD
- Smoke
- Polaris Blue
- Indy Red
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX SENTRY FRONT BUMPER
- Smoke Black
- Black
- Arctic White
- Arctic Silver
- Arctic Blue
- Arctic Red
- Arctic Orange
- Arctic Yellow

NEW MATRYX SKID PLATE
- Smoke
- Black
- White
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX 12V PLUG
- Polaris Blue
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GLOVE BOX LINER
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX KEY-OPERATED ELECTRIC START KIT
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX INSIGHT SIDE MIRRORS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX DRIVING GAUNTLETS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White

NEW MATRYX GRILL INSERTS
- Arctic White
INTRODUCING THE NEW

LOCK & RIDE FLEX

OUR FASTEST, EASIEST, MOST SECURE.
WE REDEFINED ACCESSORY INTEGRATION SO YOU CAN REDEFINE YOUR RIDE.

Lock & Ride Flex enables multiple configurations to easily add storage and passenger seating to your snowmobile with one simple click.
TO LEARN MORE, VISIT: POLARIS.COM/LOCKRIDEFLEX

ONE SIMPLE CLICK AND YOU'RE READY TO GO.
WINDSHIELD/DASH STORAGE

A WINDSHIELD BAG (LOW PRO) AXYS
- Bag installs inside base of windshield using stock push-dart fasteners
- Compresses molded semi-rigid material
- Engine heat warms/dries goggles and gloves
Low Pro | 2800041 | $149
All AXYS

B MOUNTAIN DASH BAG AXYS
- Convenient storage for two bottles of water, goggles, gloves, or anything else you need easy access to
2800075 | $129
MY15-21 PRO RMK, MY16-20 SKS 155, MY16-21 AXYS 146

C GOGGLE HANDLEBAR BAG AXYS
- Conveniently access spare goggles from the driver’s seat
2800023 | $99
All AXYS

D HEATED UNDERHOOD STORAGE AXYS
- Underhood storage is ideal for storing goggles and keeping them defrosted
2800117 | $199
All AXYS. DOES NOT FIT TITAN.

E WINDSHIELD MAP BAG PRO-HID
- Clears your view and displays trial maps for easy navigation
- Attaches easily with all-weather Velcro® straps
2800024 | $129
All WINDBLADES

F HANDLEBAR MAP BAG PRO-HID
- Clear poly window displays trial map for easy navigation
- Attaches easily with all-weather Velcro® strips
2800026 | $129
All WINDBLADES

G ULTIMATE DEFROST BAG PRO-HID
- Provides warm, dry place for goggles, gloves and more
- Rigid construction holds its shape
- Durable 1,680 denier black ballistic nylon with water-resistant coating
2870690 | $139
All PRO-HID

H WATERPROOF UNDERSEAT LINER BAG AXYS
- Fits inside stock underseat bag
2800267 | $99
MY15-21 AXYS 146, MY16-20 AXYS 155, MY16-21 AXYS 137

I CELL PHONE CHARGING BAG AXYS
- Charges your cell phone while the engine is running
- Includes wire harness, which connects to the sled's electrical system
- Uses your device's charging cable to attach via USB connection
2802786 | $139
All MY16-21 PRO RMK

J BURANOT ADVENTURE UNDERSEAT BAG AXYS
- Dual side accesses provide easy access to cargo when bag is installed
2801356 | $199
MY15-21 PRO RMK, MY16-20 AXYS 155, MY16-21 AXYS 137

K HANDLEBAR BAG
- Conveniently access spare goggles from the driver’s seat

L UNDERHOOD GOGGLE BAG PRO-HID
- Heavy duty polyester bag mounts under hood, above exhaust
2807956 | $99
All PRO-HID

M WINDBLADES
- Water-resistant coating
- Durable material

N ACCESSORIES
- Covers & Trailering
- Studs, Strips & Tracks
- Storage, Racks & Hitchs
- Ride Command & P.I.D.D.
- Covers
- Mats & Running Boards
- Bumpers, Skid Plates & Kits
- Handlebars & Electronics
- SEATING & WINDSHIELDS
- Mats, Lock & Ride Flex
- SKIS, SHOCKS & KITS
- Switchback, Rush
- Pro-Ride, Pro-RMK
- My16-21 Pro-RMK, My16-21 Skis 155, My16-21 RMK Assault
- My17-21 SBA, My18-21 Skis 146, My19-21 Indy 129, My20-21 Indy 137
- My15-20 Rush, My15-21 Axys Switchback

POLARIS.COM
**TUNNEL STORAGE**

**BURANDT ADVENTURE TUNNEL BAG**
- 2" buckles provide easy access to gear with your gloves on
- Customizable configuration with flexible adjustable dividers
- Tray line is water resistant to keep your gear dry

LARGE: 14.8 LITERS
SMALL: 7.2 LITERS

**SPORT TUNNEL BAG**
- Semi-rigid frame available in two profiles
- Oversized buckles provide easy access to gear with your gloves on
- Customizable configuration with flexible adjustable dividers

Low: 10 LITERS
Tall: 15 LITERS

**ADVENTURE TUNNEL BAG**
- 2" buckles make it easy to secure your gear with gloves on
- Moisture resistant construction
- Adjustable in second with Lock & Ride technology

22.0 LITERS
46.4 LITERS

**PREMIUM BACKCOUNTRY TUNNEL JACKET**
- Reinforced high density EVA compression molding provides high impact resistance and extreme tunnel protection
- Moisture proof sleeves for customizable configuration
- Bottom is designed with airflow channel to reduce heat between the tunnel and bag

**PREMIUM BACKCOUNTRY TUNNEL BAG**
- Reinforced high density EVA compression molding provides high impact resistance and extreme tunnel protection
- Moisture proof sleeves for customizable configuration
- Bottom is designed with airflow channel to reduce heat between the tunnel and bag

ALL PRO-RMK, RMK, SKS 146, AXYS SBA, INDY 144, VOYAGEUR.

2083130 | $49.99
2083179 | $299.99

**TRAVERS TUNNEL BAG**
- 2" buckles make it easy to access your gear with gloves on
- Moisture resistant construction
- Adjustable in seconds with Lock & Ride technology

2080370 | $219.99
2080375 | $279.99

**SNOWBOARD & SKI RACK**
- Minimalist design maximizes airflow for tunnel bag, backpack or gear can rack
- Versatile hook allows ability to install on either side of the tunnel

2083151 | $299.99

**SNOWBUNGE RATTLER**
- Deep space extraction dual on
- Hook attaches to ski, use handle to pull

2074025 | $79.99

**SNUGPAX**
- Extends tunnel gaps to better fit your gear dry
- Takes below on RIDE ON THE RIDE adds requirements that Lock & Ride Flex Attachment Kit (2881983)

**ALL ACCESSORIES**
- Mount & Running Boards
- Bumpers, Skid Plates
- Seating
- Storage, Racks & Hitchs
- Covers & Trailering

POLARIS.COM
**VERSA REAR CARGO BOX**
- Heavy-duty roto-molded box mounts to rear luggage rack with Lock & Ride technology
- Easy-open hinge lid can accommodate an optional padlock for security
- A total of 16 gallons of storage space

**VERSA REAR CARGO RACK**
- Rugged aluminum powder-coated rear rack delivers versatile storage solutions
- Bolts securely to tunnel and features multiple cargo tie-down points

**CARGO RACK FOR FRONT 1.25" RECEIVER**
- Hitch mounted cargo rack is perfect for carrying all the gear you need
- Constructed from powder-coated steel to stand up to the toughest loads

**ICE AUGER RACK**
- Premium steel rack securely holds your ice auger for easy transport

**KOLPIN STRONGHOLD MOUNT**
- Versatile and rugged mount affixes to side of tunnel
- Conveniently accepts accessory gun boots or ice rod lockers
- Retains storage capabilities of rear rack
- Kolpin Ice Rod Locker sold separately

**INTEGRATED 1,500 lb WINCH**
- Versatile and rugged winch clears downed trees or retrieves a stuck snowmobile
- Features a powerful 1,500 lb capacity
- Includes wireless winch remote
- Mounts to rear of sled with included receiver hitch
- Mounts to front of sled when using TITAN HD Front Bumper (Polaris.com)

**HD FRONT BUMPER**
Add protection to the front of your TITAN with the TITAN HD Front Bumper with integrated front-facing winch mount. Constructed from high-strength steel and finished in black powder coat.

**TITAN LIGHTBAR MOUNT**

**ICE AUGER RACK**

**KOLPIN STRONGHOLD MOUNT**

**HUB HOUSE CARRIER**
- Dedicated mount for your hub house
- Secures your hub house in seconds

**INTEGRATED 1,500 lb WINCH**
- Remote and rugged winch clears downed trees or retrieves a stuck snowmobile
- Features a powerful 1,500 lb capacity
- Includes wireless winch remote
- Mounts to rear of sled with included receiver hitch
- Mounts to front of sled when using TITAN HD Front Bumper (Polaris.com)

**INTEGRATED 1,500 lb WINCH**

**TITAN ACCESSORIES**
POLARIS TITAN HEATED SEAT

- Keep warm during the most demanding winter rides
- Features easy-to-use high/low/off switch for simple control
- Complete seat assembly with sub-molding for installation and harness included

2662797 | $399.99
ALL TITAN

TITAN REAR-BUMPER HANDLES

- Convenient rear grab points for easy TITAN transport
2600903 | $99.99
ALL TITAN

TAILLIGHT GUARD

- Protect the top housing of your taillight from stored gear or accessories
- Rugged aluminum construction secures directly to the rear cargo platform
2660900 | $99.99
ALL TITAN

HITCHES

RECEIVER
- 1.25" RECEIVER
2662795 | $79.99
ALL TITAN

STANDARD HITCH
2600912 | $79.99
ALL TITAN

BALL HITCH
- Allows customer to tow any vehicle with 2" hitch
- Requires a 1.25" receiver
2600910 | $79.99
ALL TITAN
- Ball and pin included
2600913 | $79.99
ALL TITAN

HITCH ADAPTER
- Multi-coated either to lock or standard hitch to allow them to fit a 2" hitch
- Requires a 1.25" receiver
2662857 | $99.99
ALL TITAN

VERSATOURING PASSENGER SEAT

- Attaches/removes in seconds with Lock & Ride technology
- Heated version available
- Includes heated grips & plug in for passenger’s heated shield
- Requires Versa Touring Rear Cargo Rack (2662797)

Standard | 2662791 | $179.99
ALL TITAN
Heated | 2600902 | $189.99
ALL TITAN

PASSERENGER GAUNTLETS

41-4 Seat | 2608573 | $139.99
TITAN VERSA OR AXYS SEAT

PASSERENGER FOOTRESTS

- Adds passenger comfort and security with passenger footrests
- TITAN | 2662797 | $179.99
ALL TITAN

UNDER-PASSENGER SEAT BAG

- Scenry design retains shape even when empty
- Attaches easily with Velcro
- Semi-rigid design retains its shape even when empty
- Rugged aluminum construction attaches directly to the rear cargo platform

2662900 | $99.99
ALL TITAN

CARGO BOX BUNGEE NET (EXTERIOR)

- Expands storage of the Lock & Ride Versa Rear Cargo Box
- Secure extra cargo to the exterior of the cargo box for easy access and increased capacity
- Fits over seat with Lock & Ride technology
- Attaches/removes in seconds with Lock & Ride technology
- Includes heated grips & plug in for passenger’s heated visor
- Requires Versa Touring Rear Cargo Rack (2662797)

Standard | 2662791 | $829.99
ALL TITAN
Heated | 2600902 | $929.99
ALL TITAN

RUNNING BOARD CLOSE-OUT PLATES

- Adds traction and shock protection when riding in wet conditions
- Premium polymer design delivers lightweight protection

2606910 | $69.99
ALL TITAN
SEATING

**FT2 PASSENGER SEAT**
- Includes backrest, seat and handholds
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated grips (plug-in for passenger’s heated seat)
- Heated gri...
**Skid Plates + Hitches**

**High Coverage**
- Provides the greatest amount of underbody protection
- Gives a completed and customized look
- Regard and lightweight (1500 material)
- Note that this may hinder deep snow performance

**Ultimate**
- Encompass protection of belly pan and bulhead
- Includes all mounting hardware

**Extreme**
- Extended length delivers extra protection for belly pan and bulhead
- Includes all mounting hardware

---

### Bumpers

**Monarch AXYS**
- Bright White
- Indy Red
- Matte Black
- Lime Squeeze
- Orange Burst
- Velocity Blue
- Matte Gold Metallic
- Sky Blue

**Ultimate AXYS**
- Raw
- Bright White
- Indy Red
- Matte Black

**Extreme AXYS**
- Black
- Bright White
- Indy Red
- Matte Black
- Lime Squeeze
- Orange Burst
- Velocity Blue
- Matte Gold Metallic
- Sky Blue

---

### Elite Pro

**2083001-115**
- Bright White
- Indy Red
- Matte Black
- Lime Squeeze
- Orange Burst
- Velocity Blue
- Sky Blue
- Matte Gold Metallic
- Indy Red

---

### Indy XC Elite Pro

**2083001-115**
- Snow Black
- Bright White
- Indy Red
- Matte Black
- Lime Squeeze
- Orange Burst
- Velocity Blue
- Sky Blue
- Arctic Blue
- Stealth Gray

---

### Knee Pads

**2079036**
- Set of Two

---

### Receiver/Hitch Combos

**Performance Indicators**: 6000 LB Capacity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Hitch</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2083000</td>
<td>2083001</td>
<td>10&quot;</td>
<td>129$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2083000</td>
<td>2083002</td>
<td>10&quot;</td>
<td>129$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2083000</td>
<td>2083003</td>
<td>10&quot;</td>
<td>129$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2083000</td>
<td>2083004</td>
<td>10&quot;</td>
<td>129$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Stand-Alone Hitches

**Standard**
- 159$ | 6000 lb Capacity | 2083001

**Donut Hitch**
- 199$ | 6000 lb Capacity | 2083002

**Heavy Duty J Hitch**
- 229$ | 6000 lb Capacity | 2083003

---

**Notes**
- All AXYS®. Not recommended with RMK®
- All AXYS® with Lock & Ride® and Lock & Ride® Flex
- Includes all mounting hardware
- Receiver Hitch Combos are not recommended with RMK® or Switchback® SP
- Includes all mounting hardware

**Protection Maximum**
- Matte Gold Metallic
- Matte Black
- Sky Blue
- Lime Squeeze
- Indy Red

**Rugged and lightweight UHMW material**
- Gives a completed and customized look
- Note that this may hinder deep snow performance

---

**Accessories**
- Includes all mounting hardware
- Matte Gold Metallic
- Matte Black
- Sky Blue
- Lime Squeeze
- Indy Red

---

**Elite Pro**
- 148$ | 6000 lb Capacity | 2083001

---

**Ultimate**
- 148$ | 6000 lb Capacity | 2083001

---

**Extremes**
- 109$ | 6000 lb Capacity | 2083001
WRAPPING YOUR SLED IS EASIER THAN EVER.

POLARIS SLED WRAPS by AIRTEXWRAP.COM
BUILD YOURS NOW: POLARIS.COM/AFXWRAPS

WALKER EVANS® VELOCITY SHOCK UPGRADE KIT
• Drop 2½”/½” shock provides positive steering in deep, loose-rolled terrain.
• Includes VELOCITY shock, upper control arms, tie rods, front sway bar, and hardware. Sold individually.

POLARIS SKI HOOPS
• Adds custom style
• Strong, lightweight aluminum construction with same tolerances as stock spindles
• Adapted, 9.5" wide Pro-Steer ski design provides 45% more flotation for off-trail deep snow performance

REAR TORSION SPRING KITS

CUSTOMIZE YOUR RIDE BASED ON TOTAL RIDER WEIGHT (COMBINED WEIGHT OF RIDER, SEAS AND/OR PASSENGERS)

RIDE COMMAND™ & WINDSHIELDS

POLARIS SLED WRAPS by AIRTEXWRAP.COM
BUILD YOURS NOW: POLARIS.COM/AFXWRAPS

FOR ADDITIONAL SHOCKS VISIT: POLARIS.COM/SUSPENSION

POLARIS SKI HOOPS
• Adds custom style
• Strong, lightweight aluminum construction with same tolerances as stock spindles
• Colored finish resists chipping and wear
• Exact replacement for stock spindles

FORCED RIDE® FORK

RIDE COMMAND™ & WINDSHIELDS

POLARIS SLED WRAPS by AIRTEXWRAP.COM
BUILD YOURS NOW: POLARIS.COM/AFXWRAPS

FOR ADDITIONAL SHOCKS VISIT: POLARIS.COM/SUSPENSION

POLARIS SKI HOOPS
• Adds custom style
• Strong, lightweight aluminum construction with same tolerances as stock spindles
• Colored finish resists chipping and wear
• Exact replacement for stock spindles

FORCED RIDE® FORK
PROTAPER® HANDLEBAR WITH HEATED GRIPS

- Protaper® handlebars allow riders to customize their handlebar height for their riding style
- Handlebar hands coil separately (L36720-0710)
- 5” Rise Black $179.99
- 8” Rise Anodized Gray $179.99
- 1” Rise Silver $179.99
- All afterburner with hand guards

MOUNTS & ACCESSORIES

- Mounts included
- Premium alloy construction delivers protection from scuffs, dents and minimize strain for handguard switches variability
- 5” Rise Black $179.99
- 8” Rise Anodized Gray $179.99
- 1” Rise Silver $179.99
- All afterburner with hand guards

ELECTRONICS

- VOLT/RCA PLUGS
  - 12 volt power plug fits 12 volt outlet, great for GPS or phone, dash mount
  - RCA adapter allows you to plug in a heated from stock or coat
  - RCA power plug includes all hardware required to add an RCA outlet
  - 12v Power Plug $54.99
  - RCA Power Plug $54.99

HANDGUARD MOUNTS

- Strong mounts ensure proper handguard installation
- Easy install, mounts directly to handlebar
- Sold as a pair
  - 2074317 $49.99
  - 2078553 $49.99
  - All 800 RMK with ProTaper® handlebar

TETHER SWITCH

- Shuts off vehicle if you’re separated from it
- Easy to install
- Mounted directly on pod, connects to prewired harness
- Sold as a pair
  - 2074370 $64.99
  - 2076475 $64.99
  - RCA Power Plug $54.99

HANDBARS

MIRRORS

- Can be used with stock handlebar
- Sold as a pair
  - 2077005 $79.99
  - All 800 RMK

HOOD MOUNT MIRRORS

- Wide angle view, non-fogging glass
- Folding design for use with cover
- Includes mounting hardware
- Sold as a pair
  - 2077005 $79.99

KEY-OPERATED ELECTRIC START KIT $679.99

- The ultimate convenience feature you can add to your sled
- Easier to use and more consistent than pull starts
- Battery required and not included
  - Kit includes:
    - 2082140William (AS-800 RMK 800)
    - 2082141William (2015-19 800 AXYS 120)
    - 2082142William (2016-21 AXYS RMK 600 155)
    - 2082143William (2017-21 RMK 144, MY19-21 INDY AXYS XC, MY19-21 SWINTBACK ADVENTURE, MY19-21 AXYS SWINTBACK, MY15-19 800 AXYS 120)
    - 2082144William (2015-19 800 AXYS 120)
    - 2082145William (2016-21 AXYS RMK 800)
    - 2082146William (2017-21 RMK 144, MY19-21 INDY AXYS XC, MY19-21 SWINTBACK ADVENTURE, MY19-21 AXYS SWINTBACK, MY15-19 800 AXYS 120)

HANDLEBAR MIRRORS

- Wide angle view, non-fogging glass
- Folding design for use with cover
- Includes mounting hardware
- Sold as a pair
  - 2077003 $39.99

POLARIS HANDGUARDS

- Durable, impact resistant plastic
- Mounts included, sold separately
  - Red $149.99
  - Black $169.99
  - White $169.99
  - All 800 RMK with ProTaper® handlebar

PULL Thruster

- Batteries required and not included
- Adapters available:
  - 2076027 $24.99
  - RCA Power Plug $54.99

XL HANDGUARDS

- Oversized for increased wind protection
- Durable, compression molded design
- Mounts included
  - 2084250 $118.99
  - All 800 RMK accessories application

XL HANDGUARDS

- Oversized for increased wind resistance
- Durable, compression molded design
- Mounts included
  - 2084250 $118.99
  - All 800 RMK accessories application

Sleeve: $34.99

HAND GUARD MOUNTS

- Strong mounts ensure proper handguard installation
- Easy install, mounts directly to handlebar
  - 2080599 $159.99
  - All afterburner applications

Handguard moun

- Strong mounts ensure proper handguard installation
- Easy install, mounts directly to handlebar
  - 2081291 $159.99
  - All 800 RMK with ProTaper® handlebar

ROX® ADJUSTABLE BAR RISER

- 3” Rise $169.99
- 5” Rise $189.99
- 7” Rise $189.99
- All afterburner applications

Rox adjustable riser

- 3” Rise $169.99
- 5” Rise $189.99
- 7” Rise $189.99
- All afterburner applications

HANDLEBAR ACCESSORIES

- Handlebar hooks sold separately
- Handlebar allows riders to customize

Handlebar hook

- 2072402-070 $29.99
- Does not fit prototype hook

Mounts provided: $29.99

POLARIS.COM
DON'T HAVE AN ELECTRIC START?

ADVANTAGES INCLUDE:

• Maintain GPS lock when you start your sled back up. Without battery kit, satellite will need to relocate, which can take up to 30 seconds while moving.

• Display will not shut down and reboot every time your sled is shut off

• Display has ability to run while sled is turned off, which allows you to use the screen while stopped.

STAY CONNECTED

P.I.D.D. POWER-UP KIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART NUMBER</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2086330</td>
<td>$179 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2086332</td>
<td>$170 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL AXYS 600/800 (DOES NOT FIT TITAN)

ALL 850 ENGINES

FURTHER ENHANCEMENTS WHEN PAIRED WITH RIDE COMMAND APP INCLUDING GROUP RIDE FUNCTION AND LOCAL WEATHER INFORMATION

DON'T HAVE AN ELECTRIC START?
FOR A BETTER EXPERIENCE WITHOUT ELECTRIC START, INSTALL THE P.I.D.D. POWER-UP KIT

ADVANTAGES INCLUDE:

• Display will not shut down and reboot every time your sled is shut off

• Display has ability to run while engine is turned off, which allows you to use the screen while stopped.

NEW 7S SOFT-TOUCH DISPLAY

DESIGNED WITH INTEGRATED RIDE COMMAND, THE 7S DISPLAY BRINGS A WHOLE NEW LEVEL OF INTUITIVE, TOUCH-SCREEN CONTROL IN A CUSTOMIZABLE DISPLAY

• 7” full-color, high-resolution LCD display with a glove-friendly touch-screen

• Enables Group Ride tracking without cell signal via V2V (Vehicle-to-Vehicle) technology

• View and share completed rides, with 3D flyover, in the RIDE COMMAND App

• Access to trails and topographical maps off-line, so you never have to worry about getting lost

7S SOFT-TOUCH DISPLAY INSTALL KIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART NUMBER</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2084701</td>
<td>$1,299 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL MATRYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**PREMIUM POLYESTER** Premium UV-Resistant
- Lightweight, custom fit and extreme protection for the ultimate trailerering experience
- Premium UV resistant and water resistant capability, ideal for extended outdoor storage
- Adapts to a full range of vehicle heights and ensures close contact with integrated straps

**CANVAS** Durable Cold-Weather Flexibility
- Control, heavy gauge canvas remains flexible in extreme cold temperatures
- Adapts to a full range of vehicle heights and ensures close contact with integrated straps
- Water resistant, UV resistant and versatile for trailerering or storage

**NEW OVERNIGHT COVER**
- Lightweight and packable ideal for overnight multi-day trips or parked in a shop

**UNDERCOVER**
- Made to go under Polaris snow cover to provide an additional level of protection
- Easy to install and remove

**COVERS**

- **Convertible Covers**
  - Advanced Polyester Blend That Adapts to Multiple Accessory Configurations
  - Convertible cover expands and adapts to fit various accessory configurations
  - Premium UV-resistant and water-resistant capability, ideal for extended outdoor storage
  - Adapts to a full range of vehicle heights and ensures close contact with integrated straps

- **Matryx**
  - Durable Cold-Weather Flexibility
  - Premium UV-resistant and water-resistant capability, ideal for extended outdoor storage
  - Adapts to a full range of vehicle heights and ensures close contact with integrated straps

- **Matryx Exclusive Features**
  - Matryx re-designed cinch straps are easier-to-use and hold secure for a premium fit
  - Convertible design expands and adapts to fit various Matryx accesses configurations

**Convertible Covers**

- **Advanced Polyester Blend That Adapts to Multiple Accessory Configurations**
  - Lightweight, custom fit and extreme protection for the ultimate trailerering experience
  - Premium UV resistant and water resistant capability, ideal for extended outdoor storage
  - Adapts to a full range of vehicle heights and ensures close contact with integrated straps

- **Matryx**
  - Durable Cold-Weather Flexibility
  - Premium UV-resistant and water-resistant capability, ideal for extended outdoor storage
  - Adapts to a full range of vehicle heights and ensures close contact with integrated straps

- **Matryx Exclusive Features**
  - Matryx re-designed cinch straps are easier-to-use and hold secure for a premium fit
  - Convertible design expands and adapts to fit various Matryx accesses configurations

Only Polaris offers a tailored solution for your sled with unmatched reliability and performance.
TRACTION & CONTROL

RIP WITH AN IRON GRIP.

Whether you’re replacing your carbides or looking to add more traction and control for enhanced safety and performance, premiumWoody’s stud kits and carbide runners are exclusively engineered for your Polaris snowmobile.

CONTR O L FOR HOW YOU RIDE

STUDS

Choose the right stud length for your track and then select a pattern to best suit your riding style for a touch of added control to monster holeshots.

TUNNEL PROTECTION

Required protection for when you ride, these “wear strips” protect your tunnel and vital casting components from damage.

CARBIDES

Replacing or upgrading, add the right amount of ski control to match your track length, studding pattern and riding style.

STUD KITS

Includes everything to update your sled’s traction—studs, nuts, backer plates, template and track drill bit.

TUNNEL PROTECTION

CARBIDE WEAR STRIPS

CARBIDES need to be sharpened or replaced periodically due to normal wear and use. Rocks, cement, pavement and road crossings all contribute to carbide wear.

- • Ideal for sleds with a 137” track with 80% stud or less or those with 7” flags looking at corners at moderatespeds.
- • Set for use in the 236” track range with up to 15” flags or shorter track than with more than 35% studs.

SLED PROTECTION

CHOOSE YOUR LENGTH

BITE HARDER® CARBIDE SHARPENER

- Designed to be used with portable carbide sharpening equipment
- Carbide wear bar sharpening tool can use on the track or in the shop
- Quietly and easily partakes in efficient edge improvement
- Long-lasting diamond media can sharpen up to 50 wear bars

ICE SCRATCHERS

- Direct toe scrape into ski to melt and cool Ice
- Promotes a snow removal on SSS 159, cornering R, or
- A batch of three pairs can be installed onto a stock ski

RMK BOGIE WHEEL KIT

- Wheels install on stock skis
- Reduces flex near anchor pack insert and ice
- A batch of three pairs can be installed onto a stock ski

XCR TORSION BAR KIT

- Reduces body roll when coming
- All sizes per model, choose standard on box tool.
- 28731118 A40
- 28740515 A40
- 28725515 A40
### Tracks

#### Four Keys to Track Selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length</strong></td>
<td>The inside circumference of the track is calculated by multiplying the drive pitch multiplied by the number of track required. It must be correct to the nearest inch for proper fit. Any round numbers will indicate modifications to the track frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drive Pitch</strong></td>
<td>The drive cog center distance around the circumference of the cage on the drive side. It must match the host existing tracks or the drive cage must be changed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Lug Height**</td>
<td>The distance the lug extends above the track surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Width</strong></td>
<td>The measurement across the track governed by the width of the skid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Track Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track Type</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trail</td>
<td>Designed based on mountain tracks, it provides off-road performance in deep snows while maintaining on trail tightness. 1.7” cupped and only suitable for unsealed clips in the backcountry.</td>
<td>Provides off-road performance in deep snows, provides improved acceleration and stability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover</td>
<td>Factory spec designed for improved traction and control.</td>
<td>Provides improved traction and control on various terrains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backcountry</td>
<td>Designed to provide superior acceleration and traction on treads, soft snow conditions. 1.25” lug height provides better handling and acceleration.</td>
<td>Provides improved acceleration and traction on treads, soft snow conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Storm 150</td>
<td>1.25” x 2.86” Ice Storm 150 provides power through the lightest turn with snow, providing better handling and acceleration.</td>
<td>Provides improved acceleration and traction on treads, soft snow conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Attak XT</td>
<td>Factory spec designed for improved traction and control.</td>
<td>Provides improved traction and control on various terrains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Cobra 6</td>
<td>Factory spec designed for improved traction and control.</td>
<td>Provides improved traction and control on various terrains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Cobra 8</td>
<td>Factory spec designed for improved traction and control.</td>
<td>Provides improved traction and control on various terrains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RipSaw</td>
<td>Designed to provide superior handling and traction on treads, soft snow conditions. 1.25” lug height provides better handling and acceleration.</td>
<td>Provides improved traction and control on various terrains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RipSaw 2</td>
<td>Factory spec designed for improved traction and control.</td>
<td>Provides improved traction and control on various terrains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm 150</td>
<td>Factory spec designed for improved traction and control.</td>
<td>Provides improved traction and control on various terrains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conquer 120</td>
<td>Lightweight construction</td>
<td>Provides improved traction and control on various terrains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain</td>
<td>Designed to provide superior traction and control on various terrains. 1.5” cupped and only suitable for unsealed clips in the backcountry.</td>
<td>Provides improved traction and control on various terrains.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Track Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track Type</th>
<th>Length (in.)</th>
<th>Lug Height (in.)</th>
<th>Drive Pitch (in.)</th>
<th>Pitch (in./ft.)</th>
<th>Weight (lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trail</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backcountry</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Storm 150</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Attak XT</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Cobra 6</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Cobra 8</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RipSaw</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RipSaw 2</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm 150</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conquer 120</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Every Polaris snowmobile has been engineered and manufactured to deliver performance. Keep it that way by using the same lubricants, cleaners and service parts our factory-trained technicians use.
SPARK PLUGS
New spark plugs engineered specifically for your Polaris snowmobile ensure quick starts, fuel efficiency and peak performance.

TRACKS
Enhance traction and control or replace a worn track with the latest trend in track pitch, length, lug height and pattern.

STUDS
Enhance your snowmobile’s traction, control and performance with premium studs designed for your sled, track and riding style.

RAIL SLIDERS
Replace worn hyfax with genuine Polaris rail sliders for a perfect fit and engineered compound for optimum performance.

BATTERIES
Cold weather, harsh conditions and time can degrade a battery. A genuine Polaris replacement ensures an exacting fit and starting performance.

DRIVE BELTS
Only genuine Polaris Engineered Drive Belts provide a fit and optimum compound for maximum performance and reliability.

BREAK-IN PERIOD
The break-in period for a new belt is 50 miles. During this time, vary at moderate speeds while avoiding wide-open throttle.

BATTERIES
Cold weather, track conditions and time can degrade a battery. A genuine Polaris replacement ensures an exacting fit and starting performance.

CARBIDES
Replace worn carbides or enhance your sled’s handling with engineered exact fit wear bars with your choice of high-wear carbide length.

FOR THE LIFE OF YOUR RIDE.
We do more than build the world’s greatest snowmobiles. We also work tirelessly to ensure the maintenance products you need are engineered to the same demanding standards. When it comes to drive belts, lubricants, batteries and more, we invest the time to make sure they’re right, so you can spend more time riding.

SEE OUR LATEST MAINTENANCE TIPS AT POLARIS.COM/MAINTENANCE-VIDEOS
PISTON DOME: Is it clean? Clean burning oil and our proprietary detergency system prevent carbon buildup and hot spots, allowing your engine to run at peak performance. Testing at 40,000 miles ensures protection in the environment that matters most—your engine.

MILES 40,000
OIL
GARAGELUBRICANTS & BELTSOILGARAGE & BATTERIESERVICE PARTSPOLARIS POWERMAINTENANCE

FOR THE LIFE OF YOUR RIDE, ONLY THE BEST WILL DO.
In the continued pursuit of creating the best oil on the market, we invest in rigorous testing to ensure our oil can handle the demands of today’s high-performance Polaris engines. The result is Polaris Engineered Lubricants that are tested and perfected to deliver excellent total engine protection for the life of your ride.

WHAT COUNTS IN OIL TESTING:
1. Does it protect the engine at low temperatures?
2. Does it protect the engine from high heat wear?
3. Does it keep the engine clean?

PISTON CHECKPOINTS

PISTON DOME: Is it clean? Clean burning oil and our proprietary detergency system prevent carbon buildup and hot spots, allowing your engine to run at peak performance. Testing at 40,000 miles ensures protection in the environment that matters most—your engine.

PISTON RINGS AND RING LANDS: Are they free of piston deposits and wear? This is important to preserve ring seal and extend piston life and maintain optimal power output.

PISTON PINS AND NEEDLE BEARINGS: In our continuing quest for lubricity, film strength and lubricity, film strength and our proprietary additives provide exceptional protection and heat control, maximizing power and bearing tolerances and performance.

PISTON SHOULDER: Is the GRAFAL® coating scratched or visibly impacted? If so, this could cause problems between the cylinder and piston due to insufficient lubrication which could eventually result in engine failure.

OIL DEVELOPMENT
POLARIS INVESTS IN EACH OIL AT AND ABOVE THESE LEVELS.

12 DEDICATED TEAM MEMBERS
FOCUSED ON POLARIS OIL

18+ MONTHS
DEVELOPMENT & TESTING

1,000+
HOURS
DYNO TESTING

40,000+
MILES
FIELD TESTING

POLARIS BLUE
Synthetic-blend 2-cycle engine oil formulated for excellent protection and performance in all non-exhaust valve (non-VES) 2-cycle applications including oil-injected and premix.

VES
Low-smoke, low-emission oil formulation designed to improve exhaust valve performance. VES offers maximum engine protection.

VES EXTREME
Engineered, formulated and tested to easily handle the high demands of today’s high-performance Polaris snowmobile engines.

OUR FORMULATION

Polish synthetic formula
High lubricity
Proprietary detergent additive package

Your Advantage
Excellent cold flow for easier starting even down to -70°F (-57°C)
Prevents fuel accumulation and deposits, for easier starting even down to -70°F (-57°C)
Lesser total cost of ownership including extending the life of the engine

Polish synthetic formula
High lubricity
Proprietary anti-wear, corrosion and detergency additive package

Your Advantage
Engineering approved for use across all Polaris engine platforms
Cleaner burning resulting in improved fuel economy
Provides excellent protection for the life of your ride

Polish synthetic formula
High lubricity
Proprietary anti-wear, corrosion and detergency additive package

Your Advantage
Engineering approved for use across all Polaris engine platforms
Cleaner burning resulting in improved fuel economy
Provides excellent protection for the life of your ride

1 Quart 2805730
1 Gallon 280573G
5 Gallon Drum 2805735
330 Gallon Tote 2805740

1 Quart 2803730
1 Gallon 280373G
5 Gallon Drum 2803735
330 Gallon Tote 2803740

1 Quart 2802730
1 Gallon 280273G
5 Gallon Drum 2802735
330 Gallon Tote 2802740

1 Gallon 2801202
2.5 Gallon 2801204
10 Gallon Drum 2801205
330 Gallon Tote 2801206

1 Gallon 2801202
2.5 Gallon 2801204
10 Gallon Drum 2801205
330 Gallon Tote 2801206

1 Gallon 2801202
2.5 Gallon 2801204
10 Gallon Drum 2801205
330 Gallon Tote 2801206

1 Gallon 2801202
2.5 Gallon 2801204
10 Gallon Drum 2801205
330 Gallon Tote 2801206
LUBRICANTS + BELTS

ENGINEERED TO MAXIMIZE
THE LIFE OF YOUR RIDE

All Polaris fluids, from antifreeze to brake fluid, are developed for your vehicle. Trust the only fluids perfectly engineered for your ride.

CARBON CLEAN

12 Ounce | 20673020
1 Gal | 20673016
2.5 Gallon | 20673019

SYNTHETIC CHAINCASE LUBE

- Maximum performance and reliability, engineered for wear, rust and corrosion protection of high-speed, high-tension chains and sprockets.
1 Quart | 2089514
1 Gallon | 2089513
55 Gallon Drum | 2088512

DOT 4 BRAKE FLUID

- Superior high-temperature characteristics, plus anti-squeal additives around the life of brake-system components and provide consistent, positive braking.
12 Ounce | 2071309

OIL

- Unique oil providing outstanding protection and proven performance.

LUBRICANT ACCESSORIES

ADVANCED FUEL TREATMENT
12 Ounce | 2088410
2.5 Gallon | 2088417

SHOCK OIL

- Specialized fluids in unique proportions to achieve shock absorb and brake resistance under extreme conditions.

FUGGING OIL

- Eliminates rust and corrosion on internal engine parts during out of season storage.
12 Ounce | 2077091

ALL SEASON GREASE

- Extends all-season grease designed to protect and lubricate in harsh conditions and extreme temperatures.

3 Barrels/pack | 2071302
14 Ounce | 2077403

DRIVE BELTS

POLARIS ENGINEERED

Our investment per belt
- 20,000 miles of field testing
- Thousands of dyno hours
- 8+ months of development (3,000+ design hours) per belt
- 1,200+ vehicle validation hours
- Collaboration with powertrain & clutch engineers

Your advantage
- No clutch recalibration
- Less wear & tear due to heat
- Ensure maximum performance of your vehicle
- More time out riding, less time wrenching

BELT COMPOUND & CONSTRUCTION NOTES | BELT WIDTH | OUTER CIRCUMFERENCE | PART NO | PRICE

AKYS: BUSH, SWITCHBACK, SWITCHBACK ADVENTURE, SWITCHBACK ASSAULT, VOYAGER TITAN, INDY 218 & INDY 237

HIGH MODULUS CHLOROPRENE BELT
- 1.40” (35.56 mm)
- 45.00”
- 32112135 MY20-later 800cc / 800RF

PFD BELT
- 1.40” (35.56 mm)
- 45.00”
- 3211117 (800cc)

PFD BELT
- 1.40” (35.56 mm)
- 45.00”
- 3211115 (900cc / 1000cc)

AKYS: PRO-RMK, RMK ASSAULT, DSG & AXYS RMK

HIGH MODULUS CHLOROPRENE BELT
- 1.40” (35.56 mm)
- 46.77”
- 32112185 MY20-later 800cc / 800RF

PFD BELT
- 1.40” (35.56 mm)
- 46.77”
- 3211118 (800cc)

PFD BELT
- 1.40” (35.56 mm)
- 46.77”
- 3211116 (900cc / 1000cc)

PRO-RIDE: BUSH, SWITCHBACK, SWITCHBACK ADVENTURE, INDY, ADVENTURE, PRO-RMK, RMK, RMK ASSAULT

PFD BELT
- 1.40” (35.56 mm)
- 46.77”
- 3211115

KEVLAR® BELT
- 1.40” (35.56 mm)
- 46.77”
- 3211120

KEVLAR® BELT
- 1.50” (38.10 mm)
- 43.23”
- 3211117 (5500cc)

STANDARD BELT
- 1.25” (31.75 mm)
- 42.88”
- 3211154 (5500cc)

FIND THE RIGHT BELT FOR YOUR MACHINE IN OUR ONLINE PARTS CATALOG AT POLARIS.COM

POLARIS.com

* Belt dimensions are gross nominal dimensions. There is a ± tolerance of ±0.010 inch. Shaft setup must be inspected prior to belt installation and should be adjusted if necessary. The drive belt is an important component in the CVT system. In order to achieve maximum efficiency from the converter, drive-belt deflection (tension), clutch offset and alignment must be adjusted properly. See your Service Manual for further details on drive-belt measurement inspection.
**CLEAN YOUR VEHICLE**

**MUD SHIELD® PRE-TREATMENT**
- Unblocks the adhesion of dirt and mud, making cleaning your vehicle faster and easier
  16 Ounce Aerosol | 3203020 | **$9.99**

**NEVER RUST SPRAY®**
- Synthetic formula highly resistant to water protects against rust and corrosion while ablating metal surfaces
  16 Ounce Aerosol | 3203030 | **$10.99**

**ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER**
- Concentrated professional grade formula powers through stubborn dirt, oil and grime, leaving an invisible, dirt-resistant barrier for long-lasting results
  32 Ounce | 3203305 | **$16.99**

**GLASS CLEANER**
- Professional grade, non-streak formula cleans through greasy, dirty and film, leaving an invisible, dirt-resistant barrier for long-lasting results
  16 Ounce | 3203442 | **$4.99**

**SHOP**
- Extend your battery life with BatteryMINDer® and these tips:
  1. Store batteries in a cool, dry location.
  2. Check that the battery connections are tight. Cable and post corrosion can cause the battery to be not charged or shifted by hand.
  3. If your battery has a chain or lock, be sure to remove it.
  4. Clean your battery—use a soft brush to wash the top of the battery, then bake soda to remove grime.
  5. Connect a BatteryMINDer® after using your vehicle even if it's in regular use.

---

**CLEAN YOUR SHOP**

**TOWELS**
- Polaris X3 CREEPER
  - 80 oz. Count | 2030498 | **$4.99**
  - 32 oz. Count | 2030492 | **$2.99**
  - 32 oz. Count Hex | 2030493 | **$1.99**

**POLARIS SHOP TOWELS**
- 80 oz. Count | 2030498 | **$4.99**

**POLARIS HEAVY-DUTY SCRUBBER WIPES**
- 300 Count | 2030494 | **$19.99**

**POLARIS MAGNETIC PARTS TRAY**
- Silver | 2030492 | **$12.99**

**POLARIS 33° TEETH DRAINER**
- Black | 2030493 | **$19.99**

---

**BATTERY MINTAINER® ACCESSORIES**

**BATTERYMINDER® 12' CABLE**
- Made with heavy-duty 12 gauge wire and featuring automotive SAE bullet connection
  2030410 | **$12.99**

**BATTERYMINDER® VPP-12/24: VEHICLE POWER PLUS**
- Allows easy connection to vehicle’s battery through lighter plus 12/24V power port with replaceable ring terminal
  2030413 | **$19.99**

**BATTERYMINDER® SPLITTER**
- Connects two batteries simultaneously for easy battery maintenance
  Conn. includes set of ring terminals
  2030409 | **$24.99**

**BATTERYMINDER® RING TERMINAL**
- Features 24” long 24 gauge wire.
  Plug has 12V negative & 24V positive terminals
  2030407 | **$9.99**

**BATTERYMINDER® EZ CONNECT**
- A box for quick and easy connecting and disconnecting of your BatteryMINDer® includes set of ring terminals
  2030411 | **$19.99**
POLARIS ENGINEERED SERVICE PARTS DELIVER UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE AND FIT FOR YOUR SLED.

Our engineers at Polaris create snowmobile parts that push the limits of weight versus strength. We build our parts to feel lighter without sacrificing strength and durability. But over time, your sled will eventually need some service. When we’re engineering our high-performance components, we keep serviceability in mind. From a quick clutch inspection to a ski alignment, we build our products as a system, so that anyone with the right tools and training can easily maintain their vehicle from their own garage—and get back on the trails where your snowmobile belongs.

CHECK OUT OUR PARTS FINDER ON POLARIS.COM FOR EASY PARTS LOOK UP, PARTS IDENTIFICATION, VIEWS OF ASSEMBLIES & MORE!

STEP 1
Visit Snowmobiles.Polaris.com
Click “Maintenance” tab
Click “Service Parts”

STEP 2
Enter vehicle year/model or shop by part number

STEP 3
Clearly see what parts are required and order

OVER 100,000 PARTS AVAILABLE!
P2000i Inverter Generator

**Features**
- Extension Cord Management
- Digital Display
- Illuminated Control Panel
- Multiple Handle Design
- Campsite

**Best Used For**
- 1600 Running Watts
- 2000 Starting Watts
- 7.6 Run Time (hrs)
- 62 Noise Level (dBA)

**Accessories**
- 2830530 POLARIS POWER INVERTER PARALLEL KIT
- 2830540 ALL WEATHER COVER
- 2884565 HIGH ALTITUDE MODIFICATION KIT
- 2870585 GENERATOR OIL

**P3200i Inverter Generator**

**Features**
- Extension Cord Management
- Digital Display
- Illuminated Control Panel
- Key Fob Remote Start
- Campsite

**Best Used For**
- 2800 Running Watts
- 3200 Starting Watts
- 10.1 Run Time (hrs)
- 67 Noise Level (dBA)

**Accessories**
- 2830530 POLARIS POWER INVERTER PARALLEL KIT
- 2830540 ALL WEATHER COVER
- 2884566 HIGH ALTITUDE MODIFICATION KIT
- 2870585 GENERATOR OIL

See all product features at polarispower.com
## P5500
**Open Frame Generator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>BEST USED FOR</th>
<th>5000 Running Watts</th>
<th>5500 Starting Watts</th>
<th>5 Run Time at 25% load (hrs)</th>
<th>75 Noise level at 25% load (dBA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extension Cord</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Gauge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Backup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Point LPR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough Terrain Wheel Kit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Accessories
- 2830542: **ALL WEATHER COVER**
- 2884867: **HIGH ALTITUDE MODIFICATION KIT**
- 2879383: **GENERATOR OIL**

### Price
- **$1499.99**

---

## P6500
**Open Frame Generator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>BEST USED FOR</th>
<th>6000 Running Watts</th>
<th>6500 Starting Watts</th>
<th>5 Run Time at 25% load (hrs)</th>
<th>75 Noise level at 25% load (dBA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extension Cord</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Gauge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Backup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Point LPR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough Terrain Wheel Kit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Accessories
- 2830542: **ALL WEATHER COVER**
- 2884907: **HIGH ALTITUDE MODIFICATION KIT**
- 2879383: **GENERATOR OIL**

### Price
- **$1699.99**

See all product features at polarispower.com

---

**ALL NEW 2020**
Polaris®. Life with BatteryMinder® products.

Customer-focused, world-class manufacturer and supplier of high-performance snowmobile tracks.

LOCK & RIDE®

LOCK & RIDE

ACCESSORIES + GARAGE

CROSSOVER

TRAIL

TRAIL APPAREL

Enclosed outerwear made of TECH54 5k/5k material.

HAT SIZE CIRCUMFERENCE

SLEEVE SLEEVE* CHEST CHEST

INSEAM INSEAM

WAIST: WAIST:

HIPS/SEAT HIPS/SEAT

SIZE CODE SIZE CODE

SIZING GUIDE

MEN’S JACKET & BIB SIZING

WOMEN’S JACKET & BIB SIZING

* Measure sleeve length from center back neck.

* Superior Durable Water Repellency (DWR)

A durable finish that repels water allowing snowboarders to stay dry on the trail. It provides maximum breathability while allowing vapor to escape from the fabric.

DIT & ECE 22.05 CERTIFIED

The Department of Transportation (DOT) is tasked with enforcing the National Highway Traffic Safety Act. A motorcycle helmet must be certified to an ECE-22 (Canada) or DOT (U.S.) standard in order to pass a series of impact tests.

The Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) standard, R 22.05, is the most common standard used internationally. It is recognized by over 50 countries. To be ECE 22.05 certified, the helmet must pass a series of rigorous testing in accordance with the testing methodology specified in the PAPYRUS®

BATTERYMINDER®

Enhance your ride as ready when you are and extend your battery life with BatteryMinder® products.

EDUCATION

SIZING GUIDE

APPLIQUE

Camso®

Customer-focused, world-class manufacturer and supplier of high-performance snowmobile tracks.

BATTERYMINDER®

Enhance your ride as ready when you are and extend your battery life with BatteryMinder® products.

FILOCK® MAGNETIC TECHNOLOGY

As easy on and easy off! Magnetic closure device that delivers a quick, secure helmet strap closure on select 509 helmets.

3M® SCOTCHLITE® REFLECTIVE MATERIAL

The BOA® lacing system is easier to get on and off than traditional fastenings with no laces to tangle or tuck, allowing for quick adjustments.

YKK® ZIPPERS

Patented 3M® Scotchlite® Reflective Material provides nighttime visibility. Eliminates cumbersome lacing with a quick, secure helmet strap closure on select 509 helmets.

SUPERIOR DURABLE WATER REPELLENCY (DWR)

A durable finish that repels water allowing snowboarders to stay dry on the trail. It provides maximum breathability while allowing vapor to escape from the fabric.

YKK® ZIPPERS

Patented 3M® Scotchlite® Reflective Material provides nighttime visibility. Eliminates cumbersome lacing with a quick, secure helmet strap closure on select 509 helmets.

MOUNTAIN APPAREL

Uninsulated outerwear made of TECH54 10k/10k material.

A waterproof and breathable membrane bonded to the shell fabric to prevent precipitation from saturating the exterior of an outerwear piece.

The Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) standard, R 22.05, is the most common standard used internationally. It is recognized by over 50 countries. To be ECE 22.05 certified, the helmet must pass a series of rigorous testing in accordance with the testing methodology specified in the PAPYRUS®

BATTERYMINDER®

Enhance your ride as ready when you are and extend your battery life with BatteryMinder® products.

EDUCATION

SIZING GUIDE

APPLIQUE

Camso®

Customer-focused, world-class manufacturer and supplier of high-performance snowmobile tracks.

BATTERYMINDER®

Enhance your ride as ready when you are and extend your battery life with BatteryMinder® products.

FILOCK® MAGNETIC TECHNOLOGY

As easy on and easy off! Magnetic closure device that delivers a quick, secure helmet strap closure on select 509 helmets.

3M® THINSULATE® INSULATION

3M™ Thinsulate® Insulation is even soft lightweight, pleasant yet thin. It helps trap body heat while allowing moisture to escape.

DOT & ECE 22.05 CERTIFIED

The Department of Transportation (DOT) is tasked with enforcing the National Highway Traffic Safety Act. A motorcycle helmet must be certified to an ECE-22 (Canada) or DOT (U.S.) standard in order to pass a series of impact tests.

The Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) standard, R 22.05, is the most common standard used internationally. It is recognized by over 50 countries. To be ECE 22.05 certified, the helmet must pass a series of rigorous testing in accordance with the testing methodology specified in the PAPYRUS®

SUPERIOR DURABLE WATER REPELLENCY (DWR)

A durable finish that repels water allowing snowboarders to stay dry on the trail. It provides maximum breathability while allowing vapor to escape from the fabric.

YKK® ZIPPERS

Patented 3M® Scotchlite® Reflective Material provides nighttime visibility. Eliminates cumbersome lacing with a quick, secure helmet strap closure on select 509 helmets.

MOUNTAIN APPAREL

Uninsulated outerwear made of TECH54 10k/10k material.

A waterproof and breathable membrane bonded to the shell fabric to prevent precipitation from saturating the exterior of an outerwear piece.

The Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) standard, R 22.05, is the most common standard used internationally. It is recognized by over 50 countries. To be ECE 22.05 certified, the helmet must pass a series of rigorous testing in accordance with the testing methodology specified in the PAPYRUS®

BATTERYMINDER®

Enhance your ride as ready when you are and extend your battery life with BatteryMinder® products.

EDUCATION

SIZING GUIDE

APPLIQUE

Camso®

Customer-focused, world-class manufacturer and supplier of high-performance snowmobile tracks.

BATTERYMINDER®

Enhance your ride as ready when you are and extend your battery life with BatteryMinder® products.

FILOCK® MAGNETIC TECHNOLOGY

As easy on and easy off! Magnetic closure device that delivers a quick, secure helmet strap closure on select 509 helmets.

3M® THINSULATE® INSULATION

3M™ Thinsulate® Insulation is even soft lightweight, pleasant yet thin. It helps trap body heat while allowing moisture to escape.

DOT & ECE 22.05 CERTIFIED

The Department of Transportation (DOT) is tasked with enforcing the National Highway Traffic Safety Act. A motorcycle helmet must be certified to an ECE-22 (Canada) or DOT (U.S.) standard in order to pass a series of impact tests.

The Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) standard, R 22.05, is the most common standard used internationally. It is recognized by over 50 countries. To be ECE 22.05 certified, the helmet must pass a series of rigorous testing in accordance with the testing methodology specified in the PAPYRUS®

SUPERIOR DURABLE WATER REPELLENCY (DWR)

A durable finish that repels water allowing snowboarders to stay dry on the trail. It provides maximum breathability while allowing vapor to escape from the fabric.

YKK® ZIPPERS

Patented 3M® Scotchlite® Reflective Material provides nighttime visibility. Eliminates cumbersome lacing with a quick, secure helmet strap closure on select 509 helmets.

MOUNTAIN APPAREL

Uninsulated outerwear made of TECH54 10k/10k material.

A waterproof and breathable membrane bonded to the shell fabric to prevent precipitation from saturating the exterior of an outerwear piece.

The Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) standard, R 22.05, is the most common standard used internationally. It is recognized by over 50 countries. To be ECE 22.05 certified, the helmet must pass a series of rigorous testing in accordance with the testing methodology specified in the PAPYRUS®

BATTERYMINDER®

Enhance your ride as ready when you are and extend your battery life with BatteryMinder® products.